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On 1/31/22 I noted that the Climate Action Council had posted a summary of the Draft Scoping Plan in 

New York State Net Zero Plan Summary. Because I had not posted anything recently at Watts Up with 

That (“The world’s most viewed site on global warming and climate change”) I submitted an article 

there.  The article was also re-published at Natural Gas Now. The Draft Scoping Plan Overview included a 

figure with GHG emissions that I thought would reinforce my recent articles showing that the Draft 

Scoping Plan benefit claims are overblown.  I made that the primary emphasis of the article. I concluded: 

Despite their best efforts to game their numbers to claim that the cost of inaction exceeds the 

cost of action for the Climate Act New York State has to rely on obviously incorrect guidance.  

Using their lifetime approach someone who lost 10 pounds five years ago can claim that they 

lost 50 pounds.  It is absurd and illustrates the lengths the supporters of the Climate Act will go 

to in order to get the “right” answer. 

 

It is also telling that the Draft Scoping Plan and the technical documentation does not provide 

any numerical backup information for these societal benefits of GHG emission reductions or the 

cost projections.  Cynics like me believe that indicates that they know their numbers are bogus. 

 

On 2/1/2022 Francis Menton at the Manhattan Contrarian published More on the impossible costs of a 

fully wind/solar/battery energy system that described my article “Scoping Plan Reliability Feasibility – 

Renewable Variability.”  In my post I found that the Scoping Plan projected 2050 solar capacity range 

across the mitigation scenarios of 60,604 to 65,210 MW only produces between 5,772 and 6,211 MW of 

reliable solar energy.  Furthermore, I found that the costs for just the Scoping Plan solar capacity is over 

$367 billion.  I do not get very many comments about my articles on my web page so it is gratifying to 

me to see people take the time to comment on my work even if it is second hand.  For this article there 

were 82 comments on 2/5/22.  Watts Up With That frequently re-publishes Menton’s articles related to 

climate change and re-published this article on 2/4/22. I have noticed that articles get comments that 

support the idea that the renewable energy transition is achievable with today’s technology sparks 

debate and a flurry of comments.  This was the case for this article.  In this instance there were some 

really good comments explaining problems with the transition. 

 

On 2/5/22 I posted a summary of comments that I submitted to the Climate Action Council concerning 

the comment process itself: Climate Act Draft Scoping Plan Overview – Next Steps.  The recently 

released Draft Scoping Plan Overview lists some talking points to describe the Draft Scoping Plan 

comment process.  However, there is no substance so it is not clear how the process will proceed.  My 

comments included the suggestion that the comment process has to address technical issues related to 

reliability, affordability and benefits such that questions raised are answered in sufficient time that 

comments can be prepared based on the responses.  

 

On 2/6/22 I had an article published at Watts Up with That New York  titled Climate Act: Is Anyone 

Listening to the Experts?  The New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) recently published  2021-

2030 Comprehensive Reliability Plan that includes an excellent overview chapter “Beyond the 

Comprehensive Reliability Plan – Road to 2040”.  The article gives an overview of issues but I 
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recommend reading that chapter because it covers so many of the challenges that must be met in order 

to safely transition to a zero-emissions electric generating system.  Ultimately, the question is whether 

any of these concerns are being considered by the Hochul Administration and New York’s Climate Action 

Council. These political appointees are supposed to be guided by the Scoping Plan but based on my 

evaluation to date of the Draft Scoping Plan most of the key issues are over-looked. I can only conclude 

that no one in power is listening to the reliability experts in New York.  I cannot imagine how this can 

possibly end well. 

 

On 2/8/22 I published an article, Scoping Plan Reliability Feasibility – Renewable Variability Costs, also 

published at Natural Gas Now.    I concluded that maintaining current reliability standards with an 

electric system that relies heavily on renewable energy sources must increase prices significantly.  This is 

because providing power during peak loads relies on a small set of resources that are rarely used.  In the 

current system those resources use the cheapest generating technology.  In any future zero-emissions 

system, the required resources will be the most expensive technology. 

 

On 2/10/22 I updated my evaluation of the Draft Scoping Plan cost estimates that was re-published at 

Natural Gas Now. The Climate Act requires the Climate Action Council to “[e]valuate, using the best 

available economic models, emission estimation techniques and other scientific methods, the total 

potential costs and potential economic and non-economic benefits of the plan for reducing greenhouse 

gases, and make such evaluation publicly available” in the Scoping Plan (my emphasis added).  The fact 

that the only description of the net direct cost is a bar chart without a breakdown of the cost 

components clearly demonstrates that this Climate Act requirement has been ignored in the Draft 

Scoping Plan.  I also argued that as it stands now New Yorkers are expected to trust the cost numbers.  

Based on the fact that their benefit numbers are exaggerated and incorrect I concluded that New 

Yorkers should not trust the cost values in the Draft Scoping Plan and that comments demanding 

adequate documentation be provided are appropriate. 

 

The last post in this update summarized an article by article by Gail Tverberg at Our Finite World that 
concludes that “Modelers and leaders everywhere have had a basic misunderstanding of how the 
economy operates and what limits we are up against”.  She offers six reasons why they have a basic 
misunderstanding of the economy.  Most are directly relevant to the net-zero transition in New York.  
She also raises an over-arching issue.  Tverberg argues that resource availability will be a major factor 
affecting the future economy.  One of the arguments for switching to renewable energy is that fossil 
fuels will eventually run out and we need to have a sustainable source of energy in its place.  In my 
opinion, the rare earth elements necessary for the net-zero transition are a bigger resource availability 
concern than fossil fuels because the combination of few locations where the elements are in high 
enough concentrations to economically process, the mass of ore needed to extract the elements and the 
environmental effects of the purification process make them less sustainable than fossil fuels. 
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